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	Staff's third Set of Interrogatories to
	Utilities Inc. of Florida (Nos. 43 - 64)
	DEFINITIONS
	INTERROGATORIES
	43. Please provide the most recent actual and estimated rate case expense, in addition to detailed explanations and calculations to justify estimated expense to complete this rate case.
	44. Please refer to page 7, Table 2, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony.
	a. Given the results of the Models listed in Table 2, please explain how witness D’Ascendis arrived at his “Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate before Adjustment” of 10.75 percent.
	b. In the response, please include any mathematical calculations used to derive the result of 10.75 percent.

	45. On page 7, lines 2 though 9, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony, he testifies that the indicated common cost of equity of 10.75 percent based solely on the Utility Proxy Group must be adjusted upward by 1.00 percent to reflect UIF’s unique bu...
	a. Please describe in detail the unique business risk of UIF as compared to the regulated water utilities in the Utility Proxy Group.
	b. Did witness D’Ascendis conduct any studies or perform any analyses to compare the unique business risk of UIF to the seven water companies in his Utility Proxy Group? If affirmative, please provide copies of those studies or analyses.
	c. If the answer to question 2.b. is no, please explain why he did not.

	46. On page 7, lines 5 through 7, of his direct testimony, witness D’Ascendis’ testified that the indicated common equity cost rate of 10.75 percent based solely on the Utility Proxy Group must be adjusted upward by 1.00 percent to reflect UIF’s incre...
	a. Please clarify to which proxy group witness D’Ascendis is referring. The Utility Proxy Group with seven water companies or a combination of the seven water utilities and the thirteen non-price regulated companies.
	b. Did witness D’Ascendis conduct any studies or perform any analyses to compare the unique business risk of UIF to the thirteen companies in his Non-Price Regulated Proxy Group? If yes, please provide copies of those studies or analyses.
	c. If the answer to question 2.b. is no, please explain why he did not.

	47. Please refer to page 9, lines 13 through 15, of witness D’Ascendis direct testimony. Given witness D’Ascendis’ recommended common equity cost rate is based on the marketplace data of a proxy group of utilities that are similar in risk to UIF, plea...
	48. On page 9, line 23, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony, he states that using both the market data of proxy groups of similar risk and multiple common equity cost rate models adds reliability to the informed expert judgement used in estimating...
	49. Please refer to page 10, line 17, of witness D’Ascendis direct testimony. Please provide witness D’Ascendis understanding of the following terms used in his statement.
	a. Operations
	b. Capital intensity
	c. Operating leverage
	d.  “and the like”

	50. Please refer to page 10, lines 13 through 18, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony. Please indicate whether witness D’Ascendis conducted any studies or performed any analyses to compare each of the business risks listed in his statement between...
	51. Please refer to page 10, line 25, of witness D’Ascendis direct testimony. Please explain how UIF’s business risks are reflected in the year-to-year variability of earnings for UIF.
	52. Please refer to page 11, line 3 of witness D’Ascendis direct testimony. Please define the term “adequate” as used in the statement.
	53. Please refer to page 12, line 2, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony. Please describe which stringent environmental standards are increasing. In the response, please include the name of the regulatory or environmental agency that is imposing o...
	54. On page 14, line 9, of his direct testimony, witness D’Ascendis states that the return must be sufficient to maintain credit quality.
	a. Has witness D’Ascendis conducted any studies or performed an analysis to determine the return on investment necessary to maintain UIF’s credit quality?
	b. Has witness D’Ascendis evaluated UIF’s level of credit quality? If yes, please provide the results of that evaluation or analyses.

	55. Please refer to page 15, line 18, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony. Please explain how low depreciation rates put pressure on cash flow for UIF.
	56. Please refer to page 17, line 12, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony. Please explain witness D’Ascendis’ understanding of how a credit rating agency develops its “opinion” regarding the particular company’s overall financial capacity to pay i...
	57. Please refer to page 22, lines 19 through 24 of witness D’Ascendis direct testimony.
	a. Does witness D’Ascendis agree that his DCF model results reflect market data publicly available to investors? If no, please explain why not.
	b. Does witness D’Ascendis’ agree that the results of his DCF model reflect an investor’s expected return on equity for an investment portfolio consisting of his Utility Proxy Group? If no, please explain why not.
	c. Does witness D’Ascendis agree that an investor would expect a return in the range of 8.70 percent to 9.44 percent? If no, please explain why not.

	58. Please refer to page 32, lines 2 - 8, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony where he describes the traditional CAPM model. On line 3, witness D’Ascendis lists the formula: 𝑅𝑠=𝑅𝑓+𝛽,𝑅𝑚−𝑅𝑓..
	a. Does witness D’Ascendis agree that in the traditional formula of the CAPM, both measure of Rf  (the risk-free rate) has to be the same value?
	b. If witness D’Ascendis’ answer to 10.a. is no, please explain why he believes the measure of Rf does not have to be the same value.
	c. Did witness D’Ascendis use the traditional formula of the CAPM when calculating the return on equity using his CAPM analysis?
	d. If the answer to 10.c. is yes, please explain in detail where in his testimony and calculations the traditional form of the CAPM is utilized.

	59. Please refer to page 34, lines 12 through 20, of witness D’Ascendis’ direct testimony. Please describe in detail how witness D’Ascendis determined the total annual market return for each of the data sources listed below. In the response, please pr...
	a. Value Line projected total annual market return of 18.71 percent.
	b. The S&P 500 projected total annual market return using Value Line data of 14.79 percent.
	c. The S&P 500 projected total annual market return using Bloomberg data of 13.53 percent.

	60. Please refer to UIF’s response to Staff’s Second Set of Interrogatories, No. 19, and MFR Volume I, Schedule B-7. For each system that has a percent increase in water chemical expense, please provide a narrative explanation for the increase. As par...
	61. Please refer to UIF’s response to Staff’s Second Set of Interrogatories, No. 20, and MFR Volume I, Schedule B-8. For each system that has a percent increase in sludge removal expense, please provide a narrative explanation for the increase. As par...
	62. Please refer to UIF’s response to Staff’s Second Set of Interrogatories, No. 21, and MFR Volume I, Schedule B-8. For each system that has a percent increase in wastewater chemical expense, please provide a narrative explanation for the increase. A...
	63. Please refer to UIF’s response to Staff’s Second Set of Interrogatories, No. 29, and the direct testimony of witness Seidman, Exhibit FS-3, page 156. Please identify the used and useful percentages resulting from the 2010 test year flows as approv...
	64. Please refer to UIF’s response to Staff’s Second Set of Interrogatories, No. 30. Please explain the discrepancy between the “Total Lots” and the sum of the other categories for each of the following systems.
	a. Lake Placid
	b. Crownwood
	c. Mid-County
	d. Sandalhaven
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